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Abstract 
 
‘HAM-Tools’ is a building simulation software. ‘HAM’ stands for Heat, Air and 

Moisture transport processes in a building and building envelope that can be simulated by 
this program, and ‘Tools’ describes its modular structure. The main objective of this tool 
is to obtain simulations of transfer processes related to building physics, i.e. heat and 
mass transport in buildings and building components in operating conditions. The tool is 
to be used as a research and educational tool for the investigation of the mechanism of the 
above mentioned processes and of the degree of their correlation when they are coupled. 

Using the graphical programming language Simulink, the code is developed as a 
library of predefined calculation procedures (tools) where each supports the calculation 
of the HAM transfer processes in a building part or an interacting system. Tools are 
grouped according to their functionality into five sub-systems: Constructions (building 
envelope parts), Zones (air volume of the room), Systems (HVAC systems), Helpers 
(weather data) and Gains (casual gains). When all sub-systems are coupled together and 
solved simultaneously, the resulted simulation represents the highest level of integration 
in the HAM-Tools. The modular structure in Simulink, using systems and subsystems 
and the graphical approach, facilitate handling and control of a very complex interaction 
between different parts of the model. 

This thesis encloses a presentation of HAM-Tools structure, mathematical and 
numerical models that it is based on, selected examples of the application of the code and 
results of validation tests.  

As a part of the International Building Physics Toolbox, HAM-Tools is an open 
research tool and publicly available for a free downloading. Any researcher can use, 
expand and develop the contents of the library. 
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The thesis consists of introductory summary and research articles, which will be 

referred to in the summary as Paper I to Paper V. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

Variables  
Symbol Unit Description 
A  m2 Area 

tA  m2 Total area ( ∑= it AA ) 
C  J/K⋅m2 Volumetric heat capacity of control volume 

HC  J/K Volumetric heat capacity of room air 

add,HC  J/K Additional volumetric heat capacity in room air, e.g. 
from furniture 

MC  kg/Pa Volumetric moisture capacity of room air 
 c  p J/kg⋅K Specific heat capacity 

 c  s,p J/kg⋅K Specific heat capacity of dry material (solid matrix) 

 CF  sol - Convection factor of solar heat gains 
 Dw m2/s Moisture diffusivity 
 d m Thickness of layer 
 Gnr - Number of attached gain blocks 
g  kg/m2s Total moisture flow rate 

airg  kg/m2s Air flow rate 

lg  kg/m2s Liquid (water) flow rate 

raing  kg/m2s Rain flow to surface 

vg  kg/m2s Water vapor flow rate 

ch  W/m2K Convective heat transfer coefficient 

rh  W/m2K Radiative heat transfer coefficient  

diffI  W/m2 Radiation energy coming from diffuse solar 
radiation 

dirI  W/m2 Radiation energy coming from direct solar 
radiation 

lwI  W/m2 Long wave radiation energy 

onconstructiM  kg/s Moisture flow to the zone from construction elements 

gainsM  kg/s Moisture flow to the zone from gains 

ventM  kg/s Moisture flow to the zone from ventilation systems 
Pair Pa Air pressure 

vp    Pa Partial pressure of water vapor in air 

sat,vp  Pa Partial pressure of water vapor in air at saturation 
Qair m3/s Air flow rate 
Qconstruction W Transmission heat losses 
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Symbol Unit Description 
gainsQ  W Heat gains to the room 

solarQ  W Solar heat gains to the room 
ventQ  W Ventilation heat losses 

 q W/m2 Density of heat flow rate 
airq  m3/m2s Density of air flow rate 

condq  W/m2 Heat flow rate due to conduction 

convq  W/m2 Heat flow rate due to convection 

radq  W/m2 Net radiation energy absorbed by the opaque surface 
g
rad

q  W/m2 Net radiation energy absorbed by the glazing surface 

R m2⋅K/W Heat flow resistance, or just resistance 
Rair Pa⋅s/m3 Air flow resistance 
Rp m2⋅s⋅Pa/kg Vapor flow resistance 
Rs    m/s Liquid moisture flow resistance 
 Snr - Number of attached construction blocks 
 Sysnr - Number of attached system blocks 
 s Pa Suction pressure 
T oC Temperature 
 t  s Time 
 V m3 Volume 
 v kg/m3 Air humidity by volume 
 w kg/m3 Moisture content in a porous material 
 wcap kg/m3 Capillary saturation moisture content 

lw  kg/m3 Liquid moisture content 
 wsat kg/m3 Vacuum saturation moisture content 
 x m Space coordinate 
 xair kg/kg Moisture content in air  
 α  sol - Surface absorptivity of solar radiation  
 βp s/m Convective water vapor transfer coefficient 
 δo kg/m⋅s⋅Pa Vapor diffusivity in air 
 δp kg/m⋅s⋅Pa Vapor permeability of porous material 

exp
pδ  kg/m⋅s⋅Pa Vapor permeability of porous material, experimentally 

determined 
ε - Surface emissivity 
Φc W Convective part of heat sources in a room 
Φr W Radiative part of heat sources in a room 
φ - Relative humidity 
λ W/m⋅K Thermal conductivity 

l,mλ  s Liquid moisture conductivity in porous material 
λs W/m⋅K Thermal conductivity of dry material 
λT  W/m⋅K2 Thermal conductivity coefficient for temperature 

dependency 
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Symbol Unit Description 
λw  W⋅m2/kg⋅K Thermal conductivity coefficient for moisture content 

dependency 
µ’ - Vapor resistance factor 
ξ kg/m3 Specific moisture capacity 

airρ  kg/m3 Air density 

oρ  kg/m3 Density of  dry material 
τ - Transmittance of glazing surface 
ψo -  Open porosity 

 

Subscripts 
Symbol  Description 
air  from surrounding air 
air,ext  from outdoor (external) air 
air,int  from indoor (internal) air 
cond  conduction 
conv  convection 
ext  external 
i,j,k  node or surface index 
int  internal 
left  left node or control volume 
right  right node or control volume 
ref   reference value 
surf    surface 

 

Constants 
Symbol Quantity Unit Description 

air,pc  1000 J/kg⋅K Specific heat capacity of dry air 

l,pc  4200 J/kg⋅K Specific heat capacity of water 

eh  2.5⋅106 J/kg    Latent heat of evaporation 

OHR 2  461.4 J/kg⋅ K   Gas constant of water vapor 

lρ  1000  kg/m3 Density of  water 

sσ  5.67⋅10-8 W/m2⋅K4
     Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of HAM-Tools 
 
HAM-Tools is a building simulation software. ‘HAM’ stands for Heat, Air and 

Moisture transport processes in a building and building envelope that can be simulated by 
this program, and ‘Tools’ describes its modular structure. The main objective of this tool 
is to obtain simulations of transfer processes related to building physics, i.e. heat and 
mass transport in buildings and building components in operating conditions. The tool is 
to be used as a research and educational tool for the investigation of the mechanism of 
above mentioned processes and of the degree of their correlation when they are coupled.  

The general problem of the HAM-Tools simulations is depicted in  Figure 1.1, where 
main systems and transfer processes involved are indicated. The scope of the simulation 
is to obtain transient HAM states of a building enclosure and indoor air, as a result of a 
building usage in specified operating conditions. This knowledge enables further analyses 
such as calculation of energy consumption of the building, indoor comfort assessment, 
risk analyses regarding moisture content levels in building construction and indoor air, 
functionality of HVAC systems, air flow distribution through openings on building 
enclosure, etc.  

 

External flows,
radiation

Inter-room
coupling

Internal flows,
radiation

Transfer
processes

HAM states (x,t)=?

 

 Figure 1.1 The HAM-Tools simulation problem. 
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1.1.1   HAM-Tools program structure. Main subsystems and the interface. 
 
Based on the problem definition from Figure 1.1, five interacting systems may be 

identified: building construction, environment, indoor air, building services and 
occupants. These represent main subsystems in HAM-Tools simulations and they are 
named such as: ‘Construction’, ‘Weather’, ‘Zone’, ‘HVAC’ and ‘Gains’. Some possible 
relations between them are illustrated in Figure 1.2.  

The ‘Construction’ system represents a building enclosure composed of walls, 
windows, etc. The ‘Weather’ system defines external climate load, i.e. outdoor operating 
conditions based on building position in space. The ‘Zone’ refers to an air volume of a 
room. The ‘HVAC’ system is a technical system which provides desired indoor climate 
through a certain input of heat, air and/or moisture. The ‘Gains’ system gives casual 
HAM inputs to the zone, which result from the building occupancy (from people living or 
working inside, appliances, etc). As it is indicated in Figure 1.2, physical properties of 
building materials should be known (‘Material database’). The same is valid for the 
weather data (‘Weather database’), which may be given in a form of a reference or a real 
(measured) climate for a specific location. 

The systems interact in different ways. They ‘meet’ or ‘communicate’ with each 
other by exchanging data about present states. The way and degree of their coupling 
determine the data flow between them. For example, the HAM response of the Zone is 
governed by the magnitude of gains coming from the Construction, HVAC and Gains 
systems. Changes in HAM states of the Zone is registered by the HVAC system, which  
adjusts its next input, end so on.  

CONSTRUCTION

HVAC

GAINS

WEATHER

When integrated in
building enclosure

HAM sources

Material database

Weather database

ZONE

External boundary
conditions

HVAC
HAM sources

Internal boundary
conditions

Control system

C
on

tro
l s

ys
te

m

Figure 1.2  Main systems of the HAM-Tools simulation and the coupling scheme. 
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Communication ports between systems are denoted as: ‘External’ and ‘Internal 
boundary conditions’, ‘HVAC HAM sources’ and ‘HAM sources’, Figure 1.2. In order to 
enable the coupling of the systems, rules for data exchange over the meeting points must 
be defined. The set of such rules is called the interface. When all systems are coupled 
together and solved simultaneously, the resulting simulation represents a highest level of 
integration in HAM-Tools. For the highest level of integration, the rigid and definite 
interface is defined in form of seven data arrays (Rode et. al. 2002a): 

 
Surface weather data array 
Construction array 
System array 
Geometry array 
Zone array 
Radiation array 
Gain array 
 
By using the system of predefined arrays, the output from every subsystem is 

known, i.e. type and order of data in the array. Thus, the communication between systems 
is always ensured, even if they are developed separately from each other. As an 
illustration, the contents of the Construction array is given in Table 1.  

 
T

Figure
by par
At th
Tools

 

Table 1  Construction array 

Symbol Description Unit 
R Convective thermal surface resistance m²⋅ K/W 
Tsurf Surface temperature °C 
Rp Moisture surface resistance m²⋅s⋅Pa/kg
pv,surf Surface vapour pressure Pa 
Rair Air flow resistance Pa⋅s/m3 
Pair Air pressure of inlet airflow Pa 
Qsolar Transmitted solar energy W/m² 
ε Surface emissivity - 
Tair Temperature of inlet airflow °C 
φair Relative humidity of inlet airflow - 

Snr Surface number - 

he general data flow chart  organized by the signals from the above list is shown in 
 1.3. Other couplings are also possible, such as when HVAC systems are controlled 
ameters coming from the ‘Weather’ system (indicated in the Figure as dotted line). 

e moment, the present signal structure fulfills modeling requirements in HAM-
. However, another signal arrangement may be required by future applications. 
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CONSTRUCTION ZONE

HVAC

GAINS
Material database

Weather database

Construction

System

Gains

Surface weather
data

Zone
Radiation

Geometry

Control system

WEATHER

ZoneGeometry

 

Figure 1.3 The system of seven communication arrays  

 

1.1.2   Program design in Simulink 
 
HAM-Tools program is constructed using a software package Simulink 

(MathWorks). Simulink is a graphical programming language, built on top of 
mathematical software package Matlab (MathWorks), for modeling, simulating and 
analyzing dynamic systems. The reason for choosing Simulink as a development 
environment was a large degree of flexibility, modular structure, transparency of the 
models and ease of use in the modelling process. Models in Simulink are built/drawn as 
block diagrams, in the same way as it would be done on paper. Modeling in Simulink is a 
process of assembling more complex blocks from the standard ones. A library of 
predefined blocks, which covers a variety of arithmetical functions, sinks, sources, linear 
and non-linear components and connectors, is provided in the package. As a part of the 
Matlab package, Simulink has built-in state-of-the-art ordinary differential equation 
(ODE) solvers, which are automatically configured at run-time of the model. Therefore, 
only a physical model needs to be implemented, and not the solver. This wide variety of 
modelling possibilities ensures that an optimal choice can always be made with respect to 
the task. 

HAM-Tools is also a library of predefined elements, designed to serve as building 
physics calculation tools. Each block/tool from the library represents a certain part of the 
subsystem from Figure 1.2 or the subsystem as a whole. Therefore, tools are grouped 
according to their functionality into five categories:  
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Constructions  (external / internal walls and windows) 
Zones   (air volume of the room, air cavity in a wall) 
Systems   (HVAC systems) 
Helpers   (handling of weather data and other basic blocks) 
Gains   (internal heat and moisture gains) 
 
In the Simulink graphical approach, the HAM-Tools library appears as it is shown in 

Figure 1.4, where the five subsystems appear as separate folders. Representatives of 
blocks from each of the subsystem are shown in the same figure below. Input and output 
connection ports that appear on the blocks are named according the signals they accept. 

Figure 1.4 HAM-Tools library in Simulink, and some tools. 
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All models, including the ones presented, are hierarchical and open on every level. 
This means that each of the block diagrams may hide many other subsystems. This 
modular structure in Simulink - using systems and subsystems and the graphical 
approach, facilitate handling and control of a very complex interaction between different 
parts of the model. Other details about HAM-Tools block and their coupling are provided 
in sections that follow.  

 

1.1.3   HAM-Tools as a part of IBPT 
 

The HAM-Tools interface and the program structure are created together with the 
group of researchers from the Technical University of Denmark. Together with the 
program documentation, these are the corner-stones for the joint work around the 
International Building Physics Toolbox in Simulink (IBPT, 2002). These main designing 
rules are summarized in the IBPT ‘General report’ document, (Rode et.al. 2002 a). 
Examples of the successful and independent development of the IBPT library blocks are 
given in Paper I and III. 

As the part of IBPT, HAM-Tools is an open research tool and publicly available for 
the free downloading.  Any researcher can use, expand, and develop the contents of the 
toolbox. 

 

1.1.4   Summary of the program capabilities 
 

• 1D transient heat, air and moisture (HAM) transfer through the building 
enclosure. 

 
• Transient HAM balance of the enclosed air, assuming well mixed air. 

 
• Multi-zonal HAM calculations. 

 
• Detailed modeling of internal HAM gains, originating from transmitted solar 

radiation, people, appliances, wind and temperature induced air flows through 
intentional and unintentional openings, with variable intensities and control 
strategies. 

 
• Detailed modeling of the HVAC equipment (flows, pressure drops, control 

systems). 
 

• Detailed modeling of the radiation heat exchange with surroundings based on the 
building orientation.  

 
• Simplified modeling of  the wind-induced air pressure distributions around the 

building and driving rain. 
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• Simplified modeling of the long-wave radiation exchange between internal 
surfaces. 

 
• Possibility to couple to other codes / procedures for 2D and 3D HAM 

calculations. 
 
 

1.2   The relevance of HAM-Tools 

1.2.1   Building simulation tools at present 
 
Computer simulations are widely used in a nowadays engineering practice and the 

building industry is, of course, a part of it. Building simulation tools contribute directly in 
building design and analysis. They help to assess the benefits of particular design, to 
improve life cycle performance, to enhance design quality, to link materials and health, to 
enable inter-disciplinary approach in design, and so on. 

There are already about 300 registered energy-related building simulation tools (BES 
Tools Directory). They cover whole building analysis, materials, components, HVAC 
systems, codes and standards, lighting, air contaminants, etc. The real number is probably 
much higher. For example, among the ten Swedish codes registered at the cited place, six 
more are used in practice (see Bergsten, 2001).  

Some codes are developed as simple engineering tools, providing fast and 
approximate solutions in an early design stage, while the others, known also as research 
tools, are more or sometimes extremely complex and require high user expertise in 
certain area(s).  Besides engineering and research practice, university education is an 
important area where simulation tools are also widely used and developed. 

From the research point of view, advanced computational tools have become almost 
an inseparable part of a nowadays research practice. Rapid development in computational 
technology initiates and supports faster development in scientific research and 
knowledge. Specialized computational tools allow, among other things, that more and 
more experiments can be done also on computers and not only in the field. Along with 
researchers, practitioners are also aware of the practical outcome of such experiments:  
simulations can provide qualitative information and in most cases they are much cheaper 
than field tests. 

 

1.2.2   Trends in tools development 
 
There are other, more concise analyses regarding the trends in tools development 

(see for example Augenbroe, 2001). As the author of this work, I take the freedom to 
select the following three: code certification, integrated simulation tools and CFD 
modeling. The selection is based on my personal observations.  
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1.2.2.1   Code certification 
 
What can be done with a certain code and sometimes not with the others already 

available, is a natural question among practitioners. Since there are so many codes at the 
moment, there is a necessity for code certification, and the codes, just like any other 
product, can be labeled in a certain way.  

This work has started in the seventies, by the establishment of the International 
Energy Agency (IEA). The IEA supports research and development in a number of areas 
related to energy. In one of these areas, Energy Conservation in Buildings and 
Community Systems (ECBCS), the IEA is sponsoring various exercises with the aim to 
predict more accurately the energy use of buildings, including comparison of existing 
computer programs and calculation methods. Up to now, 44 research projects, ‘Annexes’, 
have been initiated (ECBCS official internet site), and some of them, which are related to 
heat, air and moisture (HAM) calculation methodology for the building, are briefly 
presented here.  

 
Annex 24, ‘Heat-Air-Moisture Transport in highly Insulated new and retrofitted 

Envelope Parts’ (HAMTIE), 1991-1995, offered the first concise overview of the existing 
models and codes for HAM transfer processes and effects in building enclosures. The 
first testing of the computational models was done through the inter-model comparison 
(Hens, 1996). 

 
As a natural continuation of the Annex 24, the European Commission initiated 

‘HAMSTAD’ project (Heat, Air and Moisture Standards Development), 2000-2002, 
which focused on standardization procedures and the certification in this field. Instead of 
defining a system of deterministic and prescriptive pre-standards on modeling 
requirements for the development and commercialization of numerical codes, an ‘open 
methodology’ is proposed towards the European Standard CEN/TC89 WI 29.3. Among 
the other results, there are five benchmark cases that cover a whole range of HAM-
related building design problems, (Hagentoft 2002a, 2002b). 

 
Finally, the Annex 41, ‘Whole Building Heat, Air and Moisture Response (MOIST-

EN)’ has started at the end of 2003. This Annex aims to provide a better understanding of 
the heat, air and moisture balance for the whole building. 

 
At the moment, there is only one official certification test for the whole-building 

energy simulation programs – the BESTEST (Building Energy Simulation Test, Judkoff 
and Neymark, 1995). This test resulted from the IEA Annex 21, ‘Environmental 
Performance of Buildings’, 1988-1993. The BESTEST provides methodology for a 
systematical testing of simulation programs and diagnosing of the sources of predictive 
disagreement. The method consists of a series of test case buildings that progress 
systematically from simple to relatively realistic. Several reference programs were 
selected for the testing, representing the best state-of-the-art simulation capability among 
participating countries (Europe and USA). Results generated with the reference programs 
are intended to be useful for the evaluation of other building energy simulation tools.  
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The experience collected during the BESTEST development is worth presenting. It 
was shown that when a program exhibited a major disagreement with the reference 
programs, the cause was usually a bug, faulty algorithm or documentation problem, 
(Judkoff and Neymark, 1995). Bugs were found in all reference programs and it might be 
that they have been there for years. The fact that they were found during testing, shows 
the power and importance of the code validation. A large disagreement that remained 
even after all diagnosed problems were repaired, does not downgrade the test, but 
illustrates different assumptions in models and the need for further development. 

The BESTEST is included in ANSI / ASHRAE Standard 140-2001. 
 
 

1.2.2.2   Integrated simulation tools 
 
The goal of the building design is to achieve high performance and multiple benefits 

at a low cost. This means that interests and requirements of all partners in the design 
process (investors, architects, construction, mechanical, electrical and environmental 
engineers, etc.), should be regarded simultaneously. Some examples of combined 
building envelope design and lighting strategies that significantly reduce the need for 
HVAC system requirements are given in Nilsson (2003). Since this approach integrates 
all partners during the whole phase, it is also called an integrated building design.  

Integrated building simulation tools, such as integrated building design, provide a 
multi-disciplinary approach in assessing the design. This is accomplished by running 
several simulations in parallel, where each simulation represents an independent 
subsystem or an object. The core of the integrated software is the interface – the 
communication algorithm between components. Once well established, the interface 
allows running an arbitrary number of simulations, with arbitrary time-sequences. 
Furthermore, simulations (codes) can be developed separately from each other, with 
different levels of complexity. The code development requires specialists in the subject, 
but in most cases the application can be done by novice users.  

 Main systems (shadowed squares) and subsystems in building simulations are 
shown in Figure 1.5. Even if it looks challenging to compose the ‘universal’ tool that 
encloses all these systems, it is not necessary, and probably not possible if calculations 
are to be performed in reasonable time and with reasonable resources. Instead, the 
selection is usually made following the main interest, and other subsystems are either 
disregarded or represented in simplified but satisfactory ways. For example, such code 
can focus on energy consumption and human comfort aspects of the ventilation system, 
providing detailed calculations of airflow rates and airflow patterns in the system and 
internal zones; in addition, the distribution of air-contaminants can be also considered.  

Some representatives of the integrated building simulation codes are ESP-r, IDA, 
Bsim2002 and EnergyPlus (BSE Tools Directory). Among these, modular tools such as 
SPARK, TRNSYS and IBPT are special for providing possibility to design new, non-
standard elements, other then those included in the program, e.g. building integrated 
heating and cooling systems, ventilated facades, solar walls, etc.  
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Figure 1.5  Main systems and subsystems of building simulation tools. 

 
 

1.2.2.1   CFD modeling 
 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a widely used term for the numerical 

solution, by computational methods, of the governing equations which describe the fluid 
flow: conservation equations for mass, momentum (described by Navier-Stokes 
equations) and energy. CFD programs are used to model fluid phenomena that cannot be 
easily simulated or measured with an experiment. Driving rain pattern on the building 
façade, (Blocken et.al. 2003a), wind flow patterns around the building (Blocken et.al. 
2003b, Klemm et. al. 2003) or air convection through cracks and gaps in building 
envelope,  Figure 1.6, are some of the newer examples from the building physics area. 
The application of CFD codes in engineering problems is very attractive, because of its 
possibilities, but complex. This kind of modeling requires expertise in physics, numerical 
methods and computation, to successfully apply CFD packages or to develop additional 
subroutines for specific problems. CFD simulations demand high computational capacity 
and sometimes are extremely time consuming. Compared to building simulation tools, a 
computational time scale used in CFD simulations is of another order – seconds, instead 
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months or years. Some possibilities for applying CFD simulations in practice are seen 
through the integration with building simulation tools (Maliska, 2001). 

 Figure 1.6 The figure shows 2D temperature field in an outer wall in winter time. An 
electrical appliance is inserted on internal side of the wall in a common way, with 
appropriate casement. As a result, an air barrier in the wall construction is ruined and 
the air leakage occurs around the casement forming the ‘thermal bridge’. This spot is 
indicated with bended isotherms, unlike in undisturbed region where they are parallel. 
The simulation is made by my department colleague Björn Mattsson, using the CFD 
package ‘Fluent’. Input data for the simulation are collected from measurements. 
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2. CALCULATION MODEL FOR THE HEAT, AIR AND 
MOISTURE TRANSPORT FOR THE WHOLE BUILDING 
 
The calculation model for the whole building enclose governing equations for one-

dimensional heat, air and moisture transfer in 
 

• Building enclosures, i.e. HAM transport in porous building materials, 
 

• Exterior and interior surfaces, and 
 

• Internal air zones. 
 
This model is incorporated in HAM-Tools ‘Construction’ and ‘Zone’ blocks. 

Besides the governing equations, the following thermal and moisture state relations are 
generally used: 

 
The General gas law, which relates the partial pressure and humidity by volume: 

( 152732 .TR
v
p

OH
v +⋅= )        (1)  

The relative humidity is defined as: 

satv

v

p
p

,

=φ           (2)  

The calculation of the suction pressure, s, is approximated with the Kelvin’s relation: 

φρ ln)15.273(2 ⋅+⋅⋅−= TRs OHl        (3)  

 
The water vapor saturation pressure is calculated as (according to Hens, 1996): 
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The vapor permeability of stagnant air (known also as Schirmer’s equation): 
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2.1  One-dimensional heat, air and moisture transport in 
building enclosures  
 
Governing equations for one-dimensional heat, air and moisture transfer and heat 

and mass balance in porous building materials are incorporated into the ‘Construction’ 
blocks. The presented model refers to the one described in Hagentoft (2002a). The model 
has the following limitations: 

 
• Temperature should be in the range of –30 °C to +80 °C. 

 
• Effects associated with phase change liquid from/to ice, are neglected. 

 
• Climatic load due to driving rain is simplified. 

 
• Hysteresis is not considered. 

 
• Gravity effects are not considered. 

 
• Chemical reactions are not considered. 

 
• Drainage between material layers is not considered. 

 
• Ageing effects or changes in geometrical dimensions are neglected. 

 

2.1.1   Governing equations 
 

Air flow through the structure is driven by the air pressure differences across the 
structure. The mass airflow rate, gair, is assumed constant through the whole structure, 
allowing for variations in time.  

airairair qρg ⋅=          (6) 

The volumetric airflow rate, qair, is a function of the air pressure difference, ∆Pair. The air 
flow is positive when it is directed towards interior.  

 
Heat flow is divided into a conductive and a convective part: 

convcond qqq +=          (7) 

The conductive part is proportional to the gradient of the temperature: 

x
Tλqcond ∂

∂
−=          (8) 

where the thermal conductivity, λ, is the coefficient of proportionality. The convective 
part is modeled as the sum of sensitive specific enthalpy flow of the air and latent specific 
enthalpy flow of the vapor: 
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evair,pairconv hgTcgq ⋅+⋅⋅=        (9) 

The reference temperature is zero, and thus the sensible specific enthalpy at 0 oC is zero. 
The first part is present only if the air flow is taken into account. The enthalpy flows that 
originate from vapor and liquid flows are neglected.  

 
Moisture flow. For the sake of modeling, it is assumed that the total moisture flow 

can be divided into two parts, one resulting from the vapor diffusion, and the other 
originating from the liquid moisture transport: 

lv ggg +=          (10) 

The water vapour partial pressure, pv, is used as the state variable for the vapor transport 
and suction pressure, s, for the liquid transport.  

The liquid flow is proportional to the gradient of the suction pressure: 

x
sλg l,ml ∂

∂
⋅=          (11) 

where  is the hydraulic conductivity. Due to the definition of the suction pressure 
(Equation 3), the minus sign is omitted in this formulation.  

l,mλ

The vapor flow consists of a diffusive and a convective part:  

airair
v

pv xg
x
pδg ⋅+

∂
∂

⋅−=         (12) 

The diffusive part is proportional to the gradient of the water vapor partial pressure 
(Fickian diffusion) with the vapor permeability δp, as the coefficient of the 
proportionality. The convective part exists only if the air flow is taken into account, in 
which case the water vapor content, xair, is approximated by the following equation: 

v
vair

v
air p.

p.P
p.x ⋅⋅≈

⋅−
⋅

= −610216
3790

6210       (13) 

All flow coefficients, λ, δp and λm,l, for the heat and for the moisture transfer are 
normally dependent on the temperature and moisture conditions of the material. 

 
Energy and moisture balances are given with following relations: 
 

t
Tc

x
q

sp ∂
∂

⋅⋅=
∂
∂

− ρ          (14) 

t
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x
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=
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−          (15) 
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2.1.2   Material properties 
 
Specific heat capacity for porous material is defined as: 

llp
s

spp wccc ⋅⋅+= ,,
1
ρ

        (16) 

where cs, refers to dry material and cl, refers to water within the pores. The heat capacity 
of the existing water vapor in the pores is neglected.  

 
Thermal conductivity reads: 

( ) ( )refwrefTref,s wwλTTλλλ −⋅+−⋅+=       (17) 

where λs,ref refers to dry material at the reference temperature Tref, and λT and λw are 
correcting coefficients for the deviations in temperature and moisture states from the 
reference ones. 

 
Retention curves give relation between the moisture content of a material and  the 

relative humidity of a surrounding air. These curves can be defined with the following 
relations:  

)(φw  or )(wφ          (18) 

in which case they are called sorption curves, or as water retention curves: 

)s(w  or          (19) )w(s

Necessary transformations between sorption and water retention curves can be performed 
using the relation given by Equation 3. 

Moisture uptake and release is characterized by hysteresis and because of that there 
are two boundary retention curves, as it is shown in Figure 2.1. Wetting of a dry material 
follows the lower curve, which is called ‘wetting’ or ‘absorption’ curve. Drying of a wet 
material follows the upper one, denoted as ‘drying’ or ‘desorption’ curve.  Since the 
hysteresis is neglected in the present model, the moisture retention is described with one 
of the curves, or as the most appropriate, with the curve defined as being between them. 
Some characteristic states for the moisture retention, which will be refereed to later in the 
text, are denoted on the diagram on the right. A maximum moisture content that can be 
achieved during wetting is denoted as . Even higher moisture content, , can be 
achieved if material is exposed to the wetting long enough, so the air entrapped in pores 
can dissolute in the water. There is a certain relative humidity (usually close to 95 %) 
when the liquid moisture transport becomes a dominant mechanism in the total moisture 
transport. The corresponding moisture content is denoted with . The dry moisture 
content,  is actually the zero moisture content or close to zero. Other characteristic 
regions are defined in Figure. 

capw satw

limw

dryw
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 Figure 2.1:  Sorption curve (left) and water retention curve (right). Regimes of 
moisture storage in hygroscopic capillary-active materials, according Carmelite and 
Roels (2002). 

 
Specific moisture capacity, ξ,  is defined as the increase in the mass of moisture in 

unit mass of  the material, that follows the unit increase in the relative humidity: 

φ
φξ

∂
∂

=
w)(           (20) 

Moisture transfer coefficients, i.e. water vapor permeability ( , Equation 12) and 
liquid water conductivity (

pδ

lm,λ , Equation 11), should describe vapor and liquid water flux 
separately. This model is based on the assumption that vapor flux through porous 
material is linearly proportional to volume of pores filled with (humid) air. Vapor 
diffusion is a dominant mechanism of moisture transfer in the region with lower relative 
humidities, Figure 2.1. As the moisture content of the material increases towards the 
capillary saturation, the pores filled with condensed water outnumber the ones filled with 
air. In turn, the liquid transfer becomes the dominant mechanism, while the vapor transfer 
decreases to zero. The functional forms of the vapor diffusivity and the liquid 
conductivity are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2   The functional forms of vapor diffusivity and liquid conductivity.  
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There are two difficulties in preparing the moisture transfer properties to the form 

required by this model. The first one is that these transport properties are not directly 
measurable by standard experimental methods, and thus have to be estimated from other 
measured properties. The second difficulty is that measurements are usually performed 
under isothermal conditions which means that obtained transfer properties correspond to 
that reference temperature. When applied to the non-isothermal cases, these properties 
may introduce additional uncertainties in simulations. Further explanations regarding 
both problems are provided hereafter. 

 
Measured moisture transport properties 
 
There are several experimental techniques for measuring moisture transport 

properties. They can roughly be divided into: gravimetrical methods, such as the well 
known ‘cup’ tests; scanning techniques, like nuclear magnetic resonance, gamma-ray or 
x-ray attenuation; and others (see for example Jantz, 2000). By applying any of these 
methods, only a total moisture flow can be measured, and therefore, only a total transport 
property can be evaluated.  

For example, experimentally determined water vapor diffusivity by ‘cup’ tests, δ , 
is calculated from the following equation: 

exp
p

vp pAdg ∆⋅⋅=⋅ expδ         (21) 

where d and A are the thickness and area of the specimen respectively, g is the moisture 
flow rate through the area A, and ∆p is a difference in water vapor pressure across the 
specimen surfaces. The moisture flow rate is gravimetrically determined under 
isothermal, steady-state conditions, with known values of boundary relative humidities. 
The method is applicable in the hygroscopic region (Figure 2.1). Since both vapor and 
liquid flow may be active within this range of relative humidities, the measured flow 
represents the total moisture flux. Cup tests are standardized experimental methods, (EN 
ISO 12572), and vapor permeability obtained in this way is usually available in material 
databases.  

Moisture diffusivity is another transport property in material databases, which 
describes moisture transfer at higher moisture levels. It is determined from sets of 
experiments where one side of the specimen is in direct contact with the water. Due to the 
existence of the water concentration gradient, water diffuses into the specimen. The 
distribution of moisture within the specimen is determined as a function of time at 
various intervals. Choosing the moisture content as the state variable, the moisture 
diffusivity, , can be estimated from the total measured moisture flow: wD

x∆
w∆Dg w ⋅−=          (22) 

This diffusivity is sometimes denoted as the ‘liquid moisture diffusivity’.  
While the ‘liquid diffusivity’ may truly represent the liquid transfer coefficient in the 

over-hygroscopic region (assuming that the vapor transfer is negligibly low compared to 
the liquid one), it is definitely incorrect to assume the same for measured ‘water vapor 
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permeability’. The experimentally determined water vapor diffusivity from Equation 21 
increases with increse of the mean relative humidity of the specimen, affected by the 
liquid transport. It should be just opposite for the model presented. Comparing Equation 
21 with Equation 12 (and assuming no air convection), the difference between 
experimentally determined water vapor permeability and the one defined in this model is 
evident.  

In the work of Galbraith et. al. (2003), an alternative measuring method for the 
moisture transfer coefficients is presented. This new approach involves gravimetric tests 
within an environment of reduced barometric pressure. By assuming that the vapor 
diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the total air pressure, and that liquid 
permeability is not, it is possible to obtain separated flow coefficients, i.e. vapor and 
liquid permeability, as they are defined in this thesis. Their measurements on three 
selected materials (lightweight aggregate concrete, cement mortar and medium density 
fiberboard) have shown that the vapor transfer coefficient decreases at higher relative 
humidities, and the one for the liquid increases, which is also in accordance with the 
model presented.  

However, the most of publicly available material databases still provide data for the 
total moisture transfer coefficients, (Kumaran 1996, ASHRAE 2002), and for the sake of 
a future user of HAM-Tools, it necessary to explain the flow separation procedure. 

  
The flow separation procedure 
 
The flow separation procedure can be done in the following way. Basically, it is 

assumed that the vapor flow through a porous medium can be compared to the vapor 
diffusion in stagnant air, oδ  (Equation 5): 

( ) ( ) 







−⋅⋅⋅=

sat
op w

w,...wf
'µ

δwδ 11       (23) 

with the vapor resistance factor , as the factor of proportionality. This factor describes 
the pore structure of the material, illustrating how many times lower the vapor diffusion 
in the porous medium is than in air. By the definition, for stagnant air is equal to unity. 
If the layer of the porous material is assumed with pores connecting two parallel 
bounding surfaces of the material straight across, and if each pore is uniform with respect 
to the cross-sectional area (Kumaran, 1996), then  can be defined as: 

'µ

'µ

'µ

oψ
1'µ =           (24) 

where  represents the open porosity, i.e. the volume of pores per unit volume of the 
material, accessible for water vapor. In practice, value can be calculated from Equation 
23, when the vapor permeability of the dry specimen is known.  

oψ
'µ

The third term in Equation 23, gives other corrections to the  value, such as in the 
case with non-uniform and  randomly directed pores (referred to as tortuosity).  

'µ

The last term, (  ensures that the vapor flow is stopped when the moisture 
saturation is reached (all pores are filled with water). The functional form of vapor 

)satww1 −
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permeability according to Equation 23 is presented in Figure 2.2. From this (assumed) 
form of the vapor permeability and from experimentally evaluated total transport 
coefficients (Equations 21 and 22), it is possible to calculate the liquid water conductivity 
using Equations 10-12.  

 
Moisture flow coefficients for non-isothermal cases 
 
Note that the total transport coefficients are usually evaluated under isothermal 

conditions. Consequently, the procedure presented for the flow separation will provide a 
unique solution to the moisture distribution inside the material only for the reference 
isothermal case, i.e. under the conditions from the measurements. By varying the form of 
Equation 23, different vapor diffusivity and liquid water conductivity can be achieved for 
the same material, resulting in different solutions for the moisture distribution under non-
isothermal conditions. 

Thus, the first assumption in this procedure, Equation 21, should be additionally 
tested from the measurements performed under non-isothermal, possibly steady-state 
conditions, such as the ones performed by Segerholm (2004). In the steady-state, the net 
moisture flux over a material specimen is constant: 

constggg lv =+=         (25) 

The calculated vapor and liquid flows (with the assumed moisture transfer coefficients) 
should fulfill this equation, and by that, the calculated temperature and moisture content 
distribution along the specimen should correspond to the values obtained by 
measurements. When such data are not provided, the vapor diffusivity from Equation 23 
is applied to non-isothermal cases, and then the uncertainty, whether it is correct or not, 
remains. This problem is also pointed out by other researchers (for example Claesson 
1993, Grunewald 2001, Jantz, 2002). 

 

2.2  One-dimensional heat, air and moisture transport over a 
wall surface 
 
This section includes one-dimensional heat, air and moisture transport equations for 

the exterior and interior wall surface. The presented models are incorporated in ‘External 
surface’ and ‘Internal surface’ blocks from the ‘Helpers’ library, which are parts of the 
‘Construction’ block assembly. 

 

2.2.1   Exterior surface 
 
External wall surfaces are exposed to the convective heat and moisture exchange 

with outdoors air, incident solar radiation, long-wave radiation, transfer of latent heat, air 
and rain.  

Heat flow to the surface, qext, from the surrounding, is given by the following 
equation: 
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( ) ( ) evext,airl,prainair,pairext,radsurfext,aircext hgTcgcgqTThq ⋅+⋅⋅+⋅++−⋅=       (26) 

The first two terms represent the convective and radiative heat exchange with the 
surrounding air. The third and the fourth parts refer to the specific enthalpy flows for the 
air and water, when either the air infiltration or the rain is taking place. The reference 
temperature is zero, and thus the sensible specific enthalpy at the reference temperature is 
zero. The specific enthalpy flow for the water vapor is presented only by the latent part, 
the last term, while the sensitive part is neglected.  

If the air is flowing out from the structure (ex-filtration), the above equation reads: 

evsurfair,pairext,radsurfext,aircext hgTcgq)TT(hq ⋅+⋅⋅++−⋅=    (27) 

It is assumed that no liquid water can leave the structure.  
Net radiant energy absorbed by the wall surface originates from the incoming solar 

radiation (direct and diffuse parts) and long-wave radiation exchange with surroundings: 

( ) ( )4
surfslwdiffdirsolext,rad TσIεIIαq ⋅−⋅++⋅=      (28) 

The positive sign in the formulas is used when the flow is directed into the house. 
 
Moisture flow to the surface can be in the form of the vapor or liquid flow. The 

vapor flux, gv , reads:  

( )








<⋅

>⋅

+−⋅=
0

0

airsurf,airair

airext,airair

surf,vext,air,vpv

g   ,xg

g    ,xg
ppβg     (29) 

where gair gives the mass flow of the air, in the presence of the air filtration. The index 
pv,air,ext refers to the ambient water vapor pressure. The sign of gair is positive when air is 
flowing into the house. 

Suction of water from driving rain can take place for capillary active surface 
materials. The liquid inflow becomes the minimum of  

0=
∂
∂

⋅= x,
x
sλg l,ml         (30) 

and the prescribed flow grain. 
 

2.2.2   Interior surface 
 
The heat flux to the internal surface, qint, from the internal air is modeled as: 

evint,airair,pairint,radsurfint,aircint hgTcgq)TT(hq ⋅+⋅⋅++−⋅=    (31) 

when the air is flowing into the construction from interior (ex-filtration). For the case of 
air flowing out from the wall, the heat flux reads:  

evsurfair,pairint,radsurfint,aircint hgTcgq)TT(hq ⋅+⋅⋅++−⋅=    (32) 
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Net radiant energy absorbed by the wall surface is calculated according Equation 46, 
Section 2.3. 

 
Moisture flow to the surface, i.e. the vapor flux, gv , reads:  

( )








<⋅

>⋅

+−⋅=
0

0

airint,airair

airsurf,airair

surf,vint,air,vpv

g     ,xg

g    ,xg

ppβg     (33) 

where pv,air,int refers to the ambient water vapor pressure. The sign of gair must be also 
kept in mind (and is opposite to the case of the external wall surface). 

 

2.3   Heat, air and moisture transport in internal air-zones 
 
Temperature, relative humidity and pressure of the internal air are defined by the 

heat, air and moisture gains through the building enclosure, HVAC systems and other 
sources (other intentional or unintentional sources, not enclosed in HVAC systems). The 
presented system of the governing equations for the heat, air and moisture balance for the 
air-zone, is incorporated in the ‘Zone’ block, from the library with the same name. The 
model assumes well mixed air (one air node). Long wave radiation exchange between 
surfaces is taken into account in a simplified way. 

 

2.3.1   Air balance model 
 
The airflow through a zone is governed by pressure differences that exist across  

construction elements or is caused by an air handling unit: 

int,airext,airair PPP∆ −=         (34) 

All airflows through the zone are defined by the pressure difference and the airflow 
resistance: 

air

air
air R

PQ ∆
=             (35) 

The indoor air pressure is calculated from the balance equation for all flows in and 
from the zone: 

0Q
k

k,air =∑          (36) 

Flows are defined as positive when they are directed into the zone.  
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2.3.2   Thermal model 
 
Thermal model of a zone is based on the WAVO (de Witt, 2000). The model is 

developed with these assumptions: 
 

• Room air has uniform temperature. 
 

• Surface transfer coefficients for radiation are constant. 
 

• View factors are approximated with integrating sphere values (long-wave 
radiation is equally distributed over the walls). 

 
• All radiative heat inputs (short wave and emitted long wave) are distributed in 

such a way that all surfaces, except windows (glazing), absorb the same amount 
of that energy per unit of surface area. 

 
Heat flow to the zone 

 
Transmission heat losses: 

( )
∑

=

−⋅
=

Snr

i i

i,surfint,airi
onconstructi R

TTA
Q

1

      (37) 

Ventilation heat losses: 

(∑
+

=
>

−⋅⋅⋅=
SnrSysnr

1k
int,airk,ext,air0k,airair,pavent TTQcQ ρ )     (38) 

where 
0k,air >

Q  are all positive airflows into the zone.  

 
Heat sources in the zone 

 
Depending on the heating (cooling) plant type, the heat supply is split into a 

convective and a radiative part. This is also done for casual and solar gains. 
 
Solar heat gains coming through glazing areas: 

( )∑
=

⋅+⋅=
Snr

i
iidiffdirisolar AIIτQ

1

       (39) 

Heat gains coming from the heating system or casual gains (they are already divided 
in the convective and radiative part at the input to the zone1): 

                                                 
1 For example, the convective part for an air heating system is 1 (or 100% of the total input), and 0.7 (70%) 
for a hydronic one. 
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(∑
=

+=
Gnr

l
lrad,gainsconv,gainsgains QQQ

1

)       (40) 

The convective part of all heat sources is: 

conv,gainssolarsolc QQCFΦ +⋅=        (41) 

where CFsol represents the convective fraction of solar heat gains. The radiative part of all 
heat sources is: 

( ) rad,gainssolarsolr QQCF1 +⋅−=Φ        (42) 

 
Radiation heat exchange at internal surfaces 

 
In addition to the radiation coming to the zone from different sources, there is a 

radiation emitted by each surface in the zone. The total surface radiation is equal to: 

(∑
=

+⋅⋅
Snr

j
j,surfsjj .TσεA

1

415273 )        (43) 

It is assumed that this sum is equally spread over all inner surfaces. As each surface also 
emits radiation, the net radiation exchange is: 

( )
( 41

4

15273
15273

.Tεσ
A

.TεAσ

i,surfis
t

Snr

j
j,surfjjs

+⋅−

+⋅⋅⋅∑
= )    (44) 

In linearized form, this expression reads 

( )imean,surfr TTh −⋅          (45) 

where hr is the surface heat transfer coefficient due to radiation. This coefficient is 
assumed to be 6 W/m2K for all surfaces. 

The net radiation coming to each surface is calculated as: 

( imean,surfr
t

r
i,rad TTh

A
Φq −⋅+= )       (46) 

For glazing surfaces, a part of the incoming solar radiation is transmitted back 
through the glazing, so the net radiation energy for the glazing, , reads: g

i,rad
g

( )
t

sol
soli,rad

g
i,rad A

QCFqq ⋅−−= 1        (47) 
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2.3.3   Hygric model 
 

Moisture flows in the zone 
 
Vapor diffusion from/to construction elements: 

( )
∑

=

−⋅
=

Snr

i i,p

i,surf,vint,air,vi
onconstructi R

ppA
M

1

      (48) 

Vapor infiltration through ventilation systems: 

(∑
+

=
>

− −⋅⋅⋅⋅=
SnrSysnr

k
int,air,vk,ext,air,vk,airairvent ppQ.M
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where 
0>k,airQ  are all positive airflows to the room.  

 
Moisture gains (from people, appliances, etc.): 

∑
=

⋅=
Gnr

1l
gains s)(kg user,by  defined function or constantM    (50) 

2.3.4   Energy and moisture balance for the zone 
 
The energy balance equation reads: 

cventonsconstructi
int,air

H ΦQQ
dt

dT
C ++=⋅       (51) 

where CH  represents volumetric heat capacity of the air in the zone, which is calculated 
by the equation 

add,Hair,pairH CVcρC +⋅⋅=        (52) 

and CH,add is additional heat capacity in the zone, due to for example furniture.  
The moisture balance equation reads: 

gainsventonsconstructi
int,air,v

M MMM
dt

dp
C ++=⋅      (53) 

where CM is volumetric moisture capacity of the air in the zone given by the following 
equation: 

Vρ.C airM ⋅⋅⋅= −610216         (54) 

The moisture content in the air is limited to the saturation value vair,sat(T). In the case 
that this level is exceeded, it is assumed that the condensed amount of water is taken by 
some other sink, as well as a released heat. 
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3. NUMERICAL MODEL FOR THE BUILDING. HAM-Tools 
BLOCKS 
 
 
A system of energy and mass balance equations from Section 2, for heat, air and 

moisture transfer in a building and a building envelope is solved numerically using the 
control volume technique and explicit time discretization scheme.  

This section encloses discretized form of governing partial differential equations for 
a building envelope and an internal air zone, followed by calculation models for 
environmental conditions and sources of mass and energy to the building. Finally, a 
numerical model for the whole building is presented as a combination of these. 

 

3.1   Building envelope 
 
A building envelope is regarded as an arrangement of multi-layer walls and 

windows. Some basic construction assemblies, like an external wall, an internal 
‘sandwich’ wall and a doubled glazed window are provided as pre-defined blocks in the 
‘Constructions’ library. All these blocks are designed as a combination of other (basic) 
blocks, called: 

 
Weather on surface  
External surface node 
One node 
Internal surface node 
Contact node 
Air flow through construction 
Resistances 

 
Since these blocks ‘help’ in modeling of a construction element, they are placed in the 
‘Helpers’ library. 

A numerical model for each of the stated basic blocks, except ‘Weather on surface’, 
is presented in this section. As an illustration of the modeling process, a numerical model 
for an external two-material wall is given in Figure 3.1; the corresponding model in 
Simulink, using the ‘Helpers’ blocks, is given in Figure 3.2. The block ‘Weather on 
surface’ is presented in Section 3.3, ‘Boundary conditions’. 
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Figure 3.1 Numerical model of an external wall, made of two different materials. 
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Figure 3.2  Simulink model of the external wall from Figure 3.1 with sub-models. 

‘Helpers’ blocks. 
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3.1.1   External surface node 

he ‘External surface node’ represents the external wall surface which is exposed to 
the 

 
T
convective heat and water vapor exchange with the outdoors air, incident solar 

radiation, long-wave radiation, air flow and rain, Figure 3.1. 
The thermal (vapor, liquid) resistance between the node and the surface of the 

volume (corresponds to the total thickness d) are defined as 

dR = , dR = , dR =      
λ p

p δ l,m
s λ

  (55) 

The node position is denoted with an index i, and the position of the next one with 
i+1.

 

  n and n+1 denote previous and corresponding time steps. 
Heat and moisture balance equations in discretized form read: 
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3.1.2   Internal (one) node 

he ‘One node’ block represents one layer (one control volume) of a certain material 
in th

 
T
e wall construction. It calculates the temperature and moisture content of the node 

placed in the middle of the layer, accounting for the heat, moisture and air loads, Figure 
3.1. 

The thermal (vapor, liquid) resistance between the node and the surface of the 
volume (corresponding to one half of the total thickness d) are defined as 
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The specified node position is denoted with an index i, and positions of a preceding 
and a following ones are denoted with i-1 and i+1 respectively. 

The heat and moisture balance equations in discretized form read: 
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The moisture content of the node is limited to wcap (or wsat  depending on which type 

of sorption isotherm is used for material characterization. See Section 2.1.2) 
 

3.1.3   Internal surface node 
 
The ‘Internal surface node’ represents the internal wall surface which is exposed to 

the convective heat and water vapor exchange with the indoor air, transfer of latent heat 
and air, and long wave radiation exchange with other surfaces. 

The thermal (vapor, liquid) resistance between the node and the surface of the 
volume (corresponding to the total thickness d) are defined with Equation 55. 

The heat and moisture balance equations in discretized form read: 
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3.1.4   Contact node 
  
The ‘Contact node’ block represents a contact surface between two materials in a 

wall construction, Figure 3.1. It calculates the temperature and moisture contents at the 
contact surface, taking into account heat and moisture fluxes from both sides.  

The ‘Contact node’ is a ‘dual’ node whose left part is made of the left-side material, 
and the right part of the right-side material. Unlike with the ‘One node” block model, 
‘lumped thermal and moisture capacities of the contact node are not localized in the 
middle of the node – this position is specified by the thickness of the left and right part. 

The thermal (vapor, liquid) resistance between the contact node and the surface of 
the preceding volume (corresponds to the total thickness dleft) are defined as 

left

left
left λ

d
R = , 

left,p

left
left,p δ

d
R = , 

left,l,m

left
left,s λ

d
R =      (63) 

The thermal (vapor, liquid) resistance between the contact node and the surface of the 
following volume (corresponds to the total thickness dright) are defined in the same 
manner. Thermal capacities of the left and right partitions are: 

left,sleft,pleftleft ρcdC ⋅⋅= ,     C right,sright,prightright ρcd ⋅⋅=     (64) 

 
The heat and moisture balance for this “dual” node read: 
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Using the expression for the moisture capacity, Equation 20, the following relation 

can be established, getting the relative humidity (for example) as the common physical 
parameter: 
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3.1.5   Air flow thorough the wall 
 
The ‘Air flow through the wall’ block calculates the net volumetric airflow through 

the construction, Figure 3.1. This airflow is modeled by Equation 35 (and divided by the 
wall area), from section 2.3.1. The corresponding mass flow rate is then calculated by 
Equation 6, and implemented as a pre-calculated value in Equations 9 and 12. Thus, the 
airflow rate, qair or gair, is constant throughout the whole structure, allowing for variations 
in time. 

 

3.1.6   Heat and moisture resistances in the wall 
 
The ‘Resistance’ block represents an additional resistance R, which corresponds to 

either a heat, a vapor or a liquid resistances (R, Rp, Rs), Figure 3.1. These resistances are 
simply added to the resistances of the neighboring nodes, Figure 3.1.  For example, the 
liquid flow resistance for the node on the left is changed to: 

RRR ll +=*          (68) 

and for the node on the right to: 
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RRR rr +=*          (69) 

 

3.1.7   Material data 
 
The following material data are relevant for the model: 
 
Density of the dry material 
Open porosity 
Specific heat capacity of the dry material 
Thermal conductivity, according Equation 17 
Sorption isotherm, according Equation 18 
Moisture capacity, according Equation 20 
Water vapor permeability, according Equation 12 
Liquid water conductivity, according Equation 11 
Air permeability (necessary when it is used for the airflow calculations) 
Absorptivity for solar radiation 
Emissivity 
Transmittance 

 
Data can be given as constants, functions or tables of values. Figure 3.3. The 

selected Simulink model represents the block ‘Material data’, which reads material 
properties from a material data base. Such block is an integrated part of ‘External surface 
node’, ‘Internal (one) node’, ‘Internal surface node’ and ‘Contact node’ (Sections 3.1.1-
3.1.4). 

Material data are stored in a material database which is in the form of structures. 
Structures are multidimensional Matlab arrays with ‘data containers’ called fields. Each 
field has a certain name and can contain either a text, a scalar, an array or a matrix. Here 
is an example: 

 
CTHmaterial(2)=struct(... 

'index',2,... 
'name','Plaster',... 
'dry_density',790,... 
'lambda_dry',0.2,... 
'lambda_T',0,... 
'lambda_W',0.0045,... 
 

Each material from the library is described by the same set of data, but with the different 
order number – ‘index’ (see above list). An overview of the reserved field names is given 
in Rode et. al. (2002a). Any other material property can be added, but with another name. 
Any user can change and extend the contents of the material library. 
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Figure 3.3  HAM-Tools block “Material data”.  
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3.2   Internal air-zone  
 
The internal air zone is regarded as the air-zone enclosed by the building envelope. It 

can be any indoor-air partition, like a room, an attic, etc., or a ventilated cavity inside a 
wall construction. A numerical model of the air-zone is based on the governing equations 
from Section 2.3; the corresponding Simulink model is designed as one block and placed 
in the ‘Zone’ library. Both the numerical model and the Simulink model of the ‘Zone’ 
block are presented in Figure 3.4. 

Governing equations for the heat, air and moisture balance of the air zone in 
discretized form read: 
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This model is constructed under the assumption that the indoor air is well mixed, and 

thus it can be represented with one (numerical) node. The other air node that appears in 
Figure 3.4 is just a fictitious one, coming from the model for the long-wave radiation 
exchange. This temperature is defined from the mean surface temperature and radiation 
heat sources and is called the radiative temperature. However, its definition is hidden in 
Equation 46.  
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Figure 3.4 Numerical model for the air zone and the Simulink block. 
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3.3   Environmental conditions 

3.3.1   Weather file 
 

The following outdoor climate parameters are relevant for the model: 
 
Air temperature 
Dew point temperature 
Global radiation on horizontal surface 
Diffuse radiation on horizontal surface 
Normal direct radiation 
Incident long-wave radiation 
Wind speed and direction 
Total pressure 
Rainfall 
 
The data should be on hourly time scale and for the period of one year, but other 

combinations are also possible. This so called ‘Weather’ file has a definite structure, 
which is defined in Rode et.al. (2002a). A block with the corresponding name is available 
from the ‘Helpers’ library; it serves to read the data from the file into the Simulink 
modeling sheet.  

 

3.3.2   Solar radiation model 
 

In addition to the climate parameters, the geographical location of the selected sight 
should be also known, i.e. its 

 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Local standard mean time 

 
These parameters enable the calculation of the proper amount of solar and long-wave 
radiation energy for a specific building side, whose  

 
Tilt and  
Orientation 

 
are also known. The whole procedure is incorporated in the block ‘Weather on surface’, 
from the ‘Helpers’ library, which is shown in Figure 3.2. This procedure is designed by 
the research group from the Technical university of Denmark, and is provided in the 
International Building Physics Toolbox (IBPT). 
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3.3.3   Weather on surface 
 
The ‘micro’ climate parameters at a specific building side are defined in the block 

‘Weather on surface’. These are: 
 
Direct solar radiation 
Diffuse solar radiation 
Incident angle of solar radiation 
Air temperature 
Wind speed 
Relative humidity 
Long-wave radiation from surroundings 
Rain on surface 
Air pressure 

 
Data refer to the quantity perpendicular to the surface, like solar radiation and wind, or at 
the surface, like for example air pressure. 

A simple model for wind pressure distribution around the building is also 
incorporated in this block. The wind pressure is estimated from the wind speed intensity 
and surface pressure coefficients for the building; the latter depend on the angle at which 
the wind ‘hits’ the surface. This procedure is given in Sanders (1996), and one example 
of the model is presented in Paper III.  

The amount of rain that reaches the building surface, depends on the wind 
parameters (speed and direction) and on the shape and height of the building. At the 
moment, there is no model for the rain distribution estimation around the building; these 
data should be provided from other sources. 

 

3.4   Sources 
 
Heat, air and moisture sources to the zone are defined in accordance with the 

purpose of the zone and its occupancy. ‘Systems’ and ‘Gains’ tools serve to model a 
desired HAM load, but also ‘Constructions’ tools. The tools are structured so that either a 
constant or a variable load can be modeled, with or without a control system. It is also 
possible to model non-standard components, like integrated HVAC systems. One 
example is given in Paper III, where the heating of the test house is accomplished by a 
floor heating system, inbuilt in the floor construction.  

 

3.5   Whole building 
 
By combining different tools such as a single-layer wall in a multi-layer wall, a 

couple of different walls in a zone, several zones in a building, and finally together with 
climate load and HVAC equipment, it is possible to built the house as a system. Some of 
the one-zonal systems are presented in Paper I,  III and V. A system with two air zones, 
a dwelling and an adjacent attic, is illustrated in  Figure 3.5, (Serkitjis and Sasic, 2004).   
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 Figure 3.5  A model with two zones. 

 
The (space) position of the wall is defined in the zone. Details like orientation, tilt 

and area are stored in the ‘Geometry array’, for each of the attached components. The 
‘Weather to surface’ block, Section 3.3.3, which is included in each of the attached 
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‘Construction’ blocks, reads the general climate data from the ‘Climate data’ block, and 
geometry data from the ‘Geometry array’. The general climate data are then processed in 
accordance with the wall position, and the right amount of solar and long wave radiation, 
wind speed, wind pressure coefficient and rain are calculated for the concerned wall. For 
the sake of the simplicity, communication signals from the ‘Climate data’ block to the 
‘Construction’ block are hidden on the highest model level.  

Besides the ‘Geometry array’, two more signals are defined in the zone: the 
‘Zone’ signal, which contains the indoor climate data, and the ‘Radiation’, which 
contains the long-wave radiation energy that is calculated within the zone. 

Input signals to the zone are ‘Constructions’, with the data about HAM states at 
internal sides of attached walls and windows, ‘Systems’ with HAM states at the inlet of 
the (ventilation) system and ‘Gains’, with the magnitude of the additional HAM sources. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates these and some additional features of the toolbox, in the 
terms of the network. The presented system consists of three zones: a dwelling, a crawl 
space and an attic. Zones are connected with each other and with external climate over 
the ‘attached’ building structure components: walls and windows.  

Since HAM-Tools provides one-dimensional calculations in a wall, there is no 
possibility to simulate two-dimensional effects like thermal bridges. Thus, walls ‘see’ 
each other only over the zone and there is no coupling between them along the 
connecting lines. This is indicated by the ‘missing’ corners at places where two walls 
meet. 
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Figure 3.6 Coupling between building enclosure and air zones in terms of networks.  
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4. SELECTED EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION OF 
THE CODE 
 

4.1   Air transport in and around the building 
 

HAM-Tools provides calculation of the airflow (air infiltration) through the 
porous wall structure and also the calculation of the air balance for the zone. 

 

4.1.1   Air transport through the wall 
 

When present, the movement of air through a wall (air-filtration) gives the main 
contribution to the transport of vapor and heat (Equations 9 and 12). Certain wall 
constructions, such as light-weight walls and constructions with air-cavities, usually give 
rise to the development of such a flow, which is basically governed by pressure and 
temperature differences across the construction.  

The hygro-thermal situation in the wall with the air filtration present can be 
completely different from the case without it. For example, in areas with colder climates, 
an ex-filtration of the warm humid air from the interior can accelerate the occurrence and 
magnitude of  interstitial condensation. In case of the air infiltration, when cold and dry 
air from exterior goes into the construction, the risk of the interstitial condensation is very 
small. A calculation example that illustrates this situation is given in Paper II, by the 
HAMSTAD Benchmark number 3. The benchmark deals with a light-weight wall 
exposed to ex-filtration during 20 days, followed by air infiltration during next 80 days, 
Figure 4.1. Moisture transfer is caused mainly by the airflow through the layer, but also 
by the moisture and temperature gradients across the layer. The external side of the wall 
is vapor tight but air-open.  

 

Figure 4.1 Light-weight wall and the air filtration strategy. Benchmark 3, Paper II. 
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Results of the simulation are given in Figure 4.2, in form of the temperature and 
moisture distribution in time in different sections of the wall. During the period of ex-
filtration, moisture content in the wall is increased up to 96 %. The wall is dried out 
during the period of infiltration.  

The movement of air inside the wall is much more complex than modeled by HAM-
Tools, as an one-dimensional transport process. The more adequate is the two-
dimensional (2D) approach (Janssens, 1998; Wang, 2003), but the three-dimensional 
(3D) probably gives the best prediction. However, as long as the problem can be 
considered as one-dimensional, HAM-Tools provides a proper representation of the 

Figure 4.2 Temperature

consequences of air filtration. 

 and moisture distribution in time in different wall sections 
in the 

4.1.2   Air transport through the zone 

This is another type of the air flow analyses which can be performed by HAM-
Tools. 

presence of air filtration. Results for the HAMSTAD Benchmark 3, Paper II, 
obtained by HAM-Tools. 

 

 

The air comes into or goes out from the zone by means of the ventilation system, 
or through unintentional openings (cracks, leakages) due to pressure and temperature 
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differences between the indoor and outdoor air. Since ventilation heat losses dominate 
among total losses for the well insulated building, the air handling and air flow 
calculations have been an important issue among researchers and practitioners.   

Basically, ‘System’ tools are used for the modeling of the airflow through 
opening

Figure 4.3 Airflow through the building in the presence of air leakages. Flows 
through

s, but ‘Construction’ tools will also contribute with the part coming from the air 
filtration. The air flow through openings is modeled in a simplified way, as it is described 
by Equation 35. The modeling of the inter-zonal flow is also possible.  
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Second example
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 dynamic ceiling and air leakages are expressed as percentage of the total 
(designed) flow. The upper figure shows results for the first case, with ‘poor’ airflow 
characteristics of the dynamic ceiling. The Figure below presents results for the second 
case, with improved flow characteristics.  
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Recently and for research purposes, special attention is dedicated to the 
investigation of the air flow through cracks and leakages on building assemblies (some 
data are summarized in TN AIVC 44, 1998). In wooden constructions, which are 
common in Sweden, air leakages along the wall assemblies are almost inevitable. The 
airflow thorough such unintentional openings may influence the functionality of the 
ventilation system. An example is given in Paper III, showing how the functionality of a 
dynamically insulated wall (ceiling) can be significantly changed in the presence of air 
leakages on the constructions. Two cases are analyzed. In the first case, the airflow 
resistance of the dynamic ceiling is of the same order as for the air leakages. Simulation 
results show that the airflow through the ceiling is maximum 60 % of the designed one, 
Figure 4.3. In the second case, the airflow characteristics of the ceiling is improved 
(lower airflow resistance) and the airflow reaches 90% of the designed one.  In both 
cases, the airflow through the dynamic ceiling is decreased when the wind acts, and a 
significant amount of un-preheated air is drawn into the house.   

 

4.2   Interstitial condensation – moisture transport over the 
contact surface 

 
Under certain conditions, interstitial condensation takes place inside a 

construction. It is very important to provide tools for the simulation of such effects, since 
they contribute to fast deterioration of the structure.  

The capillary water transport plays an important role in the redistribution of the 
condensate that occurs. Generally, if condensation occurs at the contact surface between 
two capillary active materials, the condensate is redistributed between both. Furthermore, 
a high capillary activity in combination with high moisture capacity of the material can 
protect the construction from the condensation. An example is given in the HAMSTAD 
Benchmark 5, Paper II. 

If condensation occurs at the contact surface between a capillary active and capillary 
non-active material, the condensate redistribution can be somewhat different. An example 
is given in Paper II again, Benchmark number 1. The Benchmark deals with an 
internally insulated roof with a (known) problem of interstitial condensation at the 
contact surface between load bearing and insulating material, Figure 4.4. The structure is 
perfectly air tight, and no vapor exchange is possible with the exterior. The applied 
external climatic load corresponds to the North-European conditions, while the internal 
climate is the common one in dwellings. The simulation covers five years.  

 

SEALING

LOAD BEARING

INSULATION

 

Figure 4.4  Internally insulated roof. Benchmark 1, Paper II. 
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In the beginning, the load bearing material is completely wet. The drying starts 

already in the first year, in the spring time, as the solar radiation intensity increases. In 
winter, a reverse process occurs - vapor from the dwelling diffuses into the construction 
and condensates in the colder parts.  

Since the load bearing material is colder and capillary active, it is to be expected that 
the condensate will be ‘pushed’ into this part. However, in the beginning of the first year, 
the load bearing layer is almost completely saturated with moisture, and apart from some 
small amount of the condensate which is redistributed on that side, the rest is passed to 
the insulation, Figure 4.5 

In situations like this, i.e. when the coupling between capillary active and capillary 
non-active material is considered, and the interstitial condensation occurs at the contact 
surface, it is necessary to use a special coupling tool - the ‘Contact node’ (section 3.1.4) 
and to refine the mesh extremely at the contact surface. Otherwise, the redistribution of 
the condensate in the insulating material can be missed.  

Figure 4.5 Moisture content in load-bearing material (upper figure) and insulation 
(lower figure), expressed in kg/m2, during five years. Simulation results for the 
HAMSTAD Benchmark 1, obtained by HAM-Tools. 
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4.3   Rapid moisture transport through porous material  
  
Moisture transport that takes place at high moisture levels in materials is also a 

common process. A few examples can be mentioned: wetting and drying of a façade 
(Benchmark number 4, Paper III), water transport through the ground, or in special 
applications, such as the storage of the nuclear waste (Claesson et. al. , 2003). A capillary 
water transport is then a dominant way of the moisture transport through the material. 

When compared to heat transport, moisture transport is generally a slow process. For 
example, ‘Cup’ experiments take weeks or months until the steady-state is reached, (see 
for example Broken, 1998). But there are materials that transport moisture rapidly at high 
moisture levels. Thus, when a specimen of such material is immersed into water, one can 
clearly see the penetration of the water front (similar to the sponge effect). Such materials 
are classified as ‘low-hygroscopic‘ but ‘highly capillary active’ – they have small 
moisture capacities, but very high coefficients for the liquid moisture transport. Bricks 
are the main representatives.  

Simulations of the rapid moisture transfer through porous media may encounter 
numerical problems, which are discussed in Paper IV. The problem is localized at the 
‘wetting front’ – the boundary that appears between the already wet partition of the 
material and the one which should be wetted. Very strong moisture flow gradients may 
appear at the wetting front:  the hydraulic conductivity in the partition saturated with 
water can be by several orders of magnitude larger than in the dry region. In order to 
‘catch’ the moving front, it is known that the numerical mesh should be very refined 
around it. Since the front moves throughout the whole calculation domain, it implies that 
the mesh should be fine in the whole domain or be possible to be refined at the moment 
when the wetting starts. Otherwise, the solution can be far from reality.  

The ‘moving’ front is a well-known problem in numerical modeling and the related 
literature treats it by using the so-called auto-adaptive mesh – a mesh that ‘follows’ the 
front and keeps the refinement only around it, (see for example Fletcher, 1987). There are 
not many computational codes for building physics applications that use the auto-
adaptive mesh refining technique, even if it was proved to be very efficient for this type 
of problems (Roels, 2000). The majority of the codes work with stationary mesh, and in 
that case, it is not economical to keep the mesh fine all the time.  

As it is analyzed in Paper IV, the problem that appears in the numerical domain is 
actually a consequence of the modeling – the estimation of the interface liquid 
conductivity between the wet and the dry partition. Three estimation methods are 
analyzed: harmonic, linear and integral averaging. Two theoretical suction experiments 
are simulated. In the first experiment, the moisture transport properties of the material are 
modeled to represent the ones of a common brick: the material is non-hygroscopic, but 
highly capillary active. It is shown that the harmonic method drastically underestimates 
the moisture flow over the wetting boundary, and as a consequence of that, a solution 
which is far from reality, is produced. The other two methods, the linear one and the 
integral one, are able to produce an accurate solution for the case treated, Figure 4.6. 
However, if the mesh is not sufficiently refined, the linear method overestimates the flow, 
and the solution based on this method can differ significantly from the accurate one. The 
integral method gives the realistic solution already with the coarse mesh. Even with the  
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Figure 4.6 Saturation degree of the sample for the first case. Study of the different 
averaging techniques and different mesh refinement. 

 
moderate mesh refinement, the solution obtained with the integral method converges 
rapidly to the accurate one. 

In the second experiment, only the hydraulic conductivity of the sample is changed 
so that the material is capillary active also in the unsaturated region. By this, the moisture 
flow gradient over the wetting front is decreased and an ‘easier’ numerical problem is 
generated. Solutions obtained by each of the three methods treated are similar to the ones 
from the previous case, Figure 4.7. However, the difficulties and discrepancies are not so 
pronounced. 

It is shown that it is possible to produce an accurate solution for the problem of the 
‘moving boundary’ using the stationary mesh, by choosing the proper estimation method 
for the interface liquid conductivity. The integral method appears to be the most correct 
one for the problems of rapid moisture transfer under isothermal conditions. The 
application of this method for non-isothermal moisture transport problems is to be further 
investigated. 

The tools for linear and integral estimation of interface moisture conductivity are 
provided in the extended version of HAM-Tools.  
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Figure 4.7 Saturation degree of the sample for the second case. 
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5. VALIDATION OF THE HAM-Tools 
 
As it is discussed in the introductory chapter of this work, one of the tendencies in 

code development is the code certification, and the most important part of it is the 
validation test. 

Basically, the code can be validated in one of the following ways: 
 

• Analytical validation. 
 

• Comparison with other codes. 
 

• Empirical validation. 
 

Since these methods are different, the code validation using one of them does not 
guarantee that the code can be validated using other methods.   

HAM-Tools ‘Wall’ was validated by the first two methods. The model for a whole 
building, composed from the standard HAM-Tools blocks, was validated by the third 
method. Results are summarized hereafter.  

 

5.1   Analytical validation  
 

Analytical validation represents the most reliable test, because the mathematical 
solution to the problem exists and a divergence from the solution can be exactly 
evaluated. The shortcoming of such validation is that the solution exists only for simpler, 
more theoretical cases. However, this type of validation is useful in the first phase of the 
code development, in order to ensure, for example, that the basic balances are satisfied. 

In the draft of the new European standard ‘Hygrothermal performance of building 
components and building elements – Assessment of moisture transfer by numerical 
solution’ (CEN/TC 89 WC 29.3), a benchmark with the analytical solution is provided 
for the code validation. The problem deals with combined heat and moisture transfer in a 
semi-infinite homogeneous wall. In the beginning, the wall is in equilibrium with a 
constant surrounding climate. At a certain moment the temperature and relative humidity 
undergoes a step change. The task is to calculate temperature and moisture profiles at 
different time steps after this change. The reference analytical solution (solid black line), 
the band of acceptance (dotted lines) and the solution provided with the HAM-Tools 
‘Wall’ block (with circular marker) are presented in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Analytical verification. The moisture and temperature distribution at 1h,  
24h, 7 days, 30 day and 1 year. The solid black line is the analytical solution; dotted  
lines show the interval –2.5% and +2.5%. The line with circular marker is the  
solution by the HAM-Tools. 
 

5.2   Comparison with other codes  
 
When a code is validated against other codes, it means that the code produces as 

accurate solutions as other ones. This validation is especially convincing against already 
well-established (reliable and validated) codes. 
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In the second part of the HAMSTAD project (see also Section 1.2.3), the validation 
tests of this kind were performed. Some prerequisites were stated for all participants: 

 
• Models are based on the same HAM theory, defined in Hagentoft (2002). 
 
• Same input data are implemented in calculations (e.g. material properties and 

climate data). 
 

• Exercises represent complex cases, for which analytical solutions are not known, 
(except for Benchmark number 2). 

 
The outlines of five HAMSTAD benchmarks are presented in Paper II. They 

include the following phenomena:  
 

Benchmark 1: Interstitial condensation at the contact surface between two 
materials (some details in Section 4.2). 

Benchmark 2: Isothermal moisture diffusion (Analytical case). 
 
Benchmark 3: Heat and moisture transfer in the presence of the air convection 

(some details in Section 4.1.1). 
Benchmark 4: Response analyses during subsequent wetting and drying of the 

wall. 
Benchmark 5: Moisture redistribution in highly capillary active materials.  

  
 Up to seven transient temperature and moisture solutions for each of the five 

benchmarks have been obtained. Due to nonlinearity and coupling of the phenomena, the 
analytical solution exists only for a simple, decoupled case. For this case, differences 
between numerical and analytical solutions were exactly evaluated. For the remaining 
cases,  correct solutions are not known, but only the approximate ones. There is no 
certainty that the average of all numerical solutions is the correct one. However, it is 
reasonable to assume that the correct solution lies close to those that show good 
agreement.  

In order to define a consensus solution, different levels of evaluation were used: 
 

• Level 1: models produced results without divergence, in the physically relevant 
range. 

 
• Level 2: detailed comparison of temperature and moisture profiles at certain time-

steps and certain positions, insuring the same trend and response.  
 

• Level 3: results showed the same average trend in time which can be graphically 
or numerically evaluated; for example, the average of all obtained results and the 
maximum and minimum threshold were statistically defined, and then the band of 
acceptance calculated.  
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Details about assessment methods are to be found in Hagentoft et.al. (2004). 
Illustrations of the assessment Level 2 and 3 are given in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Results for the HAMSTAD Benchmark 4 ‘Response analyses’. Moisture 
content and temperature distributions through the wall after 96 hours, preceded by three 
rain-wetting periods and two solar-radiation drying periods. Solution number 5 is the 
solution obtained with the HAM-Tools ‘Wall’ block. The agreement between different 
solutions is good, but one can observe differences in the treatment of the wetting 
processes. 
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Figure 5.3 Results for the HAMSTAD Benchmark 1. The band of acceptance for  
total moisture content in the insulating material during the first year, with the confidence 
interval of 99.9%. Solution number 5 is the solution obtained with HAM-Tools ‘Wall’ 
block. 

 

5.3   Empirical validation  
 
Empirical validation represents the validation against measurements, exemplifying 

to what extent the code can predict the reality. Because of that, this method is highly 
ranked among code developers and users.  

For code developers, empirical validation is not an easy task. A lot of uncertainties 
can be introduced from the implemented theory, on one side, and from measurements, on 
the other. A certain theory is valid under certain assumptions, which are inbuilt into the 
code. Therefore, only the projection of the reality and not the reality itself can be studied. 
It is important to select the task according to the code capabilities. Then, the empirical 
validation acts as a proof that the code is capable of representing the selected real model 
in a credible way, compensating at the same time errors that resulted from the 
simplification of the problem. Extending the code application beyond the ‘validity’ 
domain may lead, in turn, to unsuccessful validation. 

If a code is used in a correct way, the quality of input data will determine the final 
result. Input data are usually provided either from measurements or from databases. Data 
acquisition is a difficult, expensive and time consuming process. As far as the whole 
building HAM simulations are concerned, no complete set of publicly available input 
data exists at the moment. The situation is much better concerning the building energy 
simulation programs, where the validation procedure is available (see the BESTEST). For 
the whole building ‘HAM’ measurements, there is an interesting alternative that 
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introduces ‘PASSYS2 cells’ again, (Rode et.al., 2002b). This alternative seems 
promising, especially when it was shown for energy simulation programs that the 
‘PASSYS’ cell facility provides data that can be easily used for the code validation 
(Jensen,  1993).   

In situations where input data are missing, they must be either guessed or designed, 
and their final adjustment is usually a result of the ‘run-compare-change-run’ process 
(run simulation, compare results with measurements, change the input, run simulations 
again). This process automatically excludes the ‘blind’ validation, i.e. validation where 
the measured data are not available. In addition, the sensitivity analyses should be 
included in the validation report, showing to what extent the designed value can influence 
the final result. If the missing parameter is highly correlated to some other (important 
parameters), the validation may not be possible. 

For the empirical validation of the HAM-Tools ‘Whole building’ model, 
measurements of temperature and relative humidity of a cold ventilated attic space in real 
operating conditions were selected. The “cold attic” represents an attic with a thermally 
well insulated floor structure. The insulation thickness varies between 220-500  mm in 
Sweden (Energimyndigheten, 2001). Thus, the heat input (or the heat loss) from the 
dwelling/office below the attic is kept to minimum and the attic remains cold throughout 
the winter, with the temperature close to the outdoors one.  

Over the years of such practice, cold attics have encountered problems of mold 
growth due to certain temperature and relative humidity range combinations (they usually 
occur in the autumn) and due to the long duration of such periods. Several investigations 
have been done on this topic looking for the cause and the remedy to the problem.  

One of such research projects was organized by the Swedish National Testing and 
Research Institute, during 1994-1995. The aim of the project was to investigate the 
influence of the ventilation rates and the moisture buffering effect of the insulation on the 
indoor climate of the cold attic, by measurements taken on the spot. Because of that, the 
whole attic area was divided in six sections, Figure 5.4, and measurements were 
performed in each of them.  

The data obtained in this project have been used previously for code validation 
(Samuelson, 1995), and here for the HAM-Tools attic model validation. The comparison 
between measurements and calculations is presented in a way which was also used in the 
cited reference: 

 
• Variations in time, 
 

• Monthly mean values and 
 

• Duration curves. 

                                                 
2 PASSYS cell test facility enables the monitoring of the performance of representatively sized building 
systems and/or full scale components in real outdoor climate with a controlled or measurable indoor 
environment. The facility originates from the European PASSYS Project (1987-1992). One of the main 
aims of the project was the evaluation of both steady-state and dynamic performance characteristics of 
passive solar components. Since then, the cells were used for a variety of other applications where the use 
of a test cell would provide information not readily available by other, more standard tests. 
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Figure 5.4 Attic sections. 

 
Comparison by the first method ‘Variations in time’ is illustrated in Figures 5.5 and 

5.6. Figures show calculated and measured climate in selected attic sections. The 
selection is made to show one of the cases with ‘very good’ agreement between 
calculation and measurements (Figure 5.5, section ‘C’), and the one where the lowest 
quality of the agreement is achieved (Figure 5.6, section ’E’). The differences in relative 
humidities between sections are obviously depending on the ventilation regime, and the 
moisture buffering capacity of insulation, but the thermal climate is almost the same.  

Mean values for the temperature and relative humidity in each section and during the 
whole simulated period are given in Figure 5.7. This Figure illustrates the second method 
of comparison ‘Monthly mean values’. 

Results for the relative humidity sorted in descending order, for sections ‘C’ and ‘E’ 
are given in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. These, so called ‘Duration curves’ show the quality of 
agreement and should be used in the following way (Samuleson, 1995): if the curve is 
horizontal or close to that, the climate is considered stable. On the other hand, the steeper 
the curve, the bigger variations in climate are taking place. If curves have the same slope 
but are on different levels, it implies that one section is a little colder or warmer than the 
other one.  

Beside presented examples, the parametric sensitivity analyses have been performed 
and necessary adjustments for the lacking input data have been fully documented. The 
code has shown a high degree of reliability, both in a qualitative and in a quantitative 
way. The outlines of this validation are presented in Paper V, and in the complete form 
in Sasic (2003).  
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Figure 5.5 Results for section ‘C’. Calculated temperature and relative humidity 
versus measured ones. 
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Figure 5.6 Results for section ‘E’. Calculated temperature and relative humidity versus 
measured ones. 
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Figure 5.7  Calculated and measured mean values of relative humidity and temperature. Results are given for each section, during 

the whole simulation period. 
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Figure 5.8 Duration curves for the relative humidity in sections ‘C’. Measured data 
are denoted with the dark line, and the calculated with the gray line. 

Figure 5.9 Duration curves for the relative humidity in sections ‘E’. Measured data 
are denoted with the dark line, and the calculated with the gray line. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The work presented can be summarized in the following outlines: 
 

• A simulation tool for the whole building heat, air and moisture response has been 
presented. The tool provides a numerical solution of the hygro-thermal states inside 
the building envelope and in internal air zones, as a result of the interaction with 
specified external climate data, applied HVAC systems and occupancy. 
 

• The tool is designed as a modular structure of standard building elements; five 
categories have been defined:  
 

Constructions  (external / internal walls and windows) 
Zones   (air volume of the room) 
Systems   (HVAC systems) 
Helpers   (handling of weather data) 
Gains   (internal heat and moisture gains) 

 
Each element represents a separate calculation procedure - the ‘tool’. Using the 

graphical programming language Simulink,  tools are designed as graphical block 
diagrams and placed in the ‘library’ file called ‘HAM-Tools’ 

 
• Heat, air and moisture transport processes in building construction elements are 

simplified to one-dimensional problems. 
 

• Heat, air and moisture transport processes in building air zones are simplified to the 
one-air node, representing well-mixed air. 
 

• By using the system of seven well defined data signals, tools may be combined in a 
more complex calculating procedure, leading to a prototype of a building as a system. 
Thus, the whole program represents an integrated simulation tool.  
 

• Such structured interface is mandatory only for the highest level of programming, e.g. 
the level where completed tools like Constructions, Zones, etc. can be combined. The 
main purpose of this interface is to allow the independent tool development, so that 
they can be exchanged between different partners. 
 

• The numerical model for the multi-layered wall (‘Construction’ block) has been 
validated by comparing simulated results with an analytical solution and with 
solutions obtained from different codes (inter-model comparison). The model for the 
whole building, which is composed from the standard tools like ‘Construction’, 
‘Zone’ and ‘System’ blocks has been validated against measurements. In all cases, the 
tool has shown a high level of reliability. 
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• Some selected examples of the code application show its possibility to encounter non-
linear HAM effects, such as the occurrence of interstitial condensation, rapid wetting 
or air-driven moisture transport. The model for the whole building shows the ability 
of the code to evaluate the indoor climate regarding the interaction between the 
building envelope, external climate data and occupancy. 
 

• The tool is an open source, available to anyone who has an interest either to use it or 
to participate in its development. Regarding the latter interest, moderate to advanced 
knowledge in building physics is required.   
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7. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 
 
Already from the beginning, the ‘HAM-Tools’ has been developed as an open and 

publicly available source, so that any researcher and student may use, expand, and 
develop the contents of the library. One of additional features of the library is that the 
heat, air and moisture calculations can be easily decoupled, so the library can be split into 
‘H’, ‘A’ and ‘M’ tools. The other way is also possible, i.e. to upgrade the calculations 
with additional process. Here are some examples: 

 
1. ‘Fast tool for predictions of the climate inside a car passenger compartment’ 

(Lundin, E. 2003).  
 
This calculation tool gives the assessment for the overall energy requirements for a 

car passenger compartment. The work focused on the air temperature in the upper parts 
of the compartment and the surface temperature of the instrument panel during the longer 
exposure to the direct solar radiation. The functionality of the car air-conditioning system 
was also concerned. Calculations were validated with measurements from Volvo Car 
Corporation climate wind tunnel, and satisfactory agreement was achieved. The tool is 
developed mainly to serve as an additional, fast calculation tool with some others based 
on CFD calculations. The ‘H’ tool has been used as the base for the tool development.  

 
2. A numerical model for dynamic simulations of volatile organic compounds in 

indoor air. (Karlsson H. 2004)  
 
The concentration of harmful volatile organic compounds (VOC) in indoor air has 

recently become an issue of consideration among researchers. It has been proved that 
building interior finishes can release and store these substances under longer periods, 
decreasing (sometimes even latently) the quality of indoor environment. Using the 
Simulink modeling environment, a calculation tool ‘VOC-Tools’ is developed for 
assessing the VOC concentration in indoor air. This tool treats storage and releasing of 
selected VOCs from building materials, furniture, appliances, inhabitants, ventilation 
system, etc., governed by convection, sorption and diffusion processes. ‘HAM-Tools’ has 
been used as a pattern for the tool development. There is a plan to combine these tools in 
the future, in order to assess the influence of the HAM states in building and building 
components on the VOC release. 

 
Further applications and development of HAM-Tools is determined by the interest of 

future users and their contributions. Hopefully, it will be done in the following areas: 
 

• Development of the ‘Systems’, ‘Gains’ and ‘Helpers’ libraries, with more detailed 
designed blocks (control systems, more cases, indoor climate classes) 
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• Extending the interface to allow the coupling with other codes that include non-
existing features like 2D and 3D effects. 
 

• More validation tests. The first possibility is seen through the engagement in the 
Annex 41, where different exercises regarding the whole building HAM simulations 
will be enclosed.  
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